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Integrate with on premise BI, SAP Cloud app, directly to source
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Application Design Definition
What is an application?
▪ Applications range from simple dashboards to complex applications
▪ Applications expose custom logic based on scripting
▪ Applications are created by a few experts to be consumed by many

What is application design?
▪ Rich set of capabilities for professional designers of analysis applications to meet sophisticated business requirements
▪ Dedicated development environment with advanced scripting capabilities
▪ Drive standardization of analytics content, create reusable UI elements and application logic (such as headers, footers, toolbars)
▪ Extending Applications via SDKs and APIs

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time.
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Story & Application
▪ Applications and Stories share functionality and widgets
▪ Applications and Stories provide same user experience
▪ Applications and Stories are different artifacts
▪ Applications and Stories are created with different Design Environments

Product Description

Application Design
Professional design of centrally governable analytic content ranging from dashboards via guided analytics to
sophisticated planning and Smart Predict applications

Overview
▪ Intuitive design environment in browser
▪ Large set of design widgets
▪ Function-rich scripting editor
▪ Theming and customization
▪ SDK extensions
▪ Application and story share data connectivity and UI artifacts
▪ Widgets with charts or tables can be re-used in stories
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Recent Innovations

Application Design
First delivery with wave 13 ( Released to a few selected beta
customers, Business Toggle APP_BUILDING needs to be turned on)
▪ Simple widgets: icons, buttons, dropdown menus, check box group, radio button group
▪ Data-driven widgets: tables, charts, filterline
▪ Layout widgets: pop-up

▪ Interactions (e.g. filter, cascading behavior) between different widgets via scripting
including global variables
▪ Dynamic switch between widgets (e.g. chart and table) at application run time
▪ Dynamic and flexible selections on Crosstab
▪ Clear structure
– Layout outline with context menu to add and edit scripts
– Design area
– Properties and script editor

▪ Scripting capabilities
– Subset of JavaScript
– Content assistance available – getDimension(), setFilter(), etc
– Completeness and syntax check
– Glance several scripts at once
– Commenting and uncommenting
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Hybrid Cloud Boosts Analytics Maturity
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Embedded Intelligence
SAP Leonardo and Business Applications

Business Apps
provides
intelligence at the
core of your
business that
enables you to run
ahead in today’s
marketplace

Business
Apps

Infused with SAP Leonardo
for greater business insight,
understanding, and impact

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ EXTERNAL

SAP
Leonardo

SAP Leonardo
Powers enterprises
with intelligent
technologies for
every enterprise
process, to create
better outcomes

Extending SAP Business Apps with
intelligent technologies such as
machine learning, IoT, and big data
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SAP Analytics Cloud for predictive
Core workflow - Smart Assist
Smart Discoveries Simulation

Smart Discoveries

▪

▪
▪

Understand the main business drivers
behind your core KPIs, such as revenue,
churn, and productivity – powered by
Machine Learning
Interact with insights and explore hidden
structures and relationships
Find the answer to business questions
through intuitive charts and natural
language

▪

Simulate possible outcomes based on
your business scenarios

▪

Predict the outcome of a particular KPI or
record value based on historical data

▪

Experiment to see how particular
dimension values or KPI values will affect
the outcome, e.g. your sales opportunity

Smart Insights

▪

Quickly develop a clear understanding
of intricate aspects of your business
data

▪

Click on a data point to get smart
textual and visual insights

▪

Example: Want to know more about
your Revenue in the Retail Sector?
Smart Insights panel offers an
explanation
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SAP Digital Boardroom
User experience, decisions, actions

Contextual user
experiences
Embedded and personalized
to each individual

Predictive and
machine learning
No longer only
for the data scientist

Data-driven decisions
By people across the
organization and beyond

Data is a strategic asset
Analytics are fundamental
to all business investments
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SAP Analytics Hub
Single Point of entry for all Analytics

• Find the analytics you need – when you
need them – in your home page
• Browse through visual cues to uncover
analytics you didn't know

• Tailor the experience to best fit your
unique business needs

SAP Analytics Cloud

SAP BusinessObjects
Enterprise

SAP BW

3rd-Party
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SAC Demo

Lincoln Sentry: Better Customer Insights with Hybrid Analytics
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Why SAP Analytics Cloud is the Answer to your Data Discovery needs
Value Proposition
Single Platform for All Analytics Needs

Foresight with Smart Insights

✓ Breaks down silos of functionality by providing users the
power to use the data effectively with a single platform that
allows business to do BI + Predictive + Planning

✓ SAC makes Advanced Analytics accessible to business by
providing Machine learning driven insights that allows user to
answer the ‘Why’ of the KPI and uncovering ‘unknowns’

Faster Time to Value – Blend & Query Any Data

Live Connectivity to your On Premise Data

✓ Allows users to take analytics to the data and do data
preparation, transformation , wrangling and blend data from
multiple data sources to create stories and visualizations

✓ SAC Provides options to retain On premise data within
firewall without Data replication to cloud providing Data
governance, sovereignty w& security for sensitive data

Extend & Leverage your Current SAP Analytics Investment

Pre-Built Content & Accelerators

✓ SAC provides tight integration to leverage your on premise
analytics investment and work and extend it for Data
Discovery and other innovations

✓ 25+ Pre-built content across industries, Line of Business and
applications allowing for quick start and faster value
realization

Simulate & do What if Analysis

Innovation Platform of the Future

✓ With Value driver tree and other planning functionality , SAC
allows users to do what if simulation and see the impact of
decision an all areas of business

✓ SAC is on fast track of innovation with a release and update
every 2 weeks and is SAP’s recommended solution for data
discovery with a well defined roadmap
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Reimagine Your Analytics with SAP Analytics Cloud!

Analytics for All

Innovation at Speed

Insights Everywhere

Try a free 30-day trial of SAP Analytics Cloud at
www.sapanalytics.cloud
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Thank you.
Contact Information:

Andreas Kral
Leonardo & Analytics Centre of Excellence
Andreas.Kral@sap.com
linkedin.com/in/Andreas-Kral
@AndreasKral

Appendix

SAP Analytics Cloud and SAP Digital Boardroom
Key trends, customer needs, and value proposition
▪ Increasing the speed of business requires business intelligence,
predictive, and planning capabilities combined in one platform.
▪ Manual analytic processes need to be augmented with machine
learning to find explanations in data.
▪ Management no longer accepts static PowerPoints to lead their
businesses. They want full visibility to their business in real time.
▪ Corporate knowledge is escaping as the complexity of business
increases. The need for in-context information to drive better
decisions requires better smart data wrangling and blending that
comes from a sophisticated, analytic platform.
▪ Companies are realizing that single-scenario plans are very
limited and do not prepare them for big decisions and pivots for
midplanning, which requires unlimited private and public
scenarios.

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ CUSTOMER
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SAP Analytics Cloud and SAP Digital Boardroom
Product and portfolio vision areas of future investment
▪ Digital transformation: Support for the journey to an agile, optimized digital company
▪ Hybrid analytics: A seamless experience for on-premise and cloud technology to work together
▪ Live and imported data sources: Expanding the breadth of data sources and enriching the data experience

▪ Microservices: Integration of analytic capabilities of SAP Analytics Cloud by merging SAP Cloud Platform
and other platforms
▪ SAP S/4HANA: The ability to connect the strategic plan to detailed, actual results
▪ Adaptable planning: Support for agile simulation and what-if scenarios, integrated with smart capabilities
▪ Extending smart capabilities: Additional predictive algorithms and machine learning methods added to
conversational AI
▪ Mobile: Focusing the user experience to allow users to engage with their content anywhere
▪ In-context digital meeting experience: Continuous insights, real-time planning, and built-in collaboration to
capture knowledge provided by SAP Digital Boardroom
© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ CUSTOMER
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SAP Analytics Cloud and SAP Digital Boardroom
Major product trends and direction
SAP Analytics Cloud offers connectivity and integration with other SAP solutions.
SAP Analytics Cloud content, native connectivity
SAP S/4HANA

SAP Concur solutions

SAP S/4HANA Cloud

SAP Exchange Media

SAP Solution Manager
SAP Hybris Marketing Cloud

SAP ERP Central Component

SAP SuccessFactors solutions

SAP Leonardo

SAP Knowledge Workspace

SAP Anywhere

SAP SuccessFactors solutions

SAP Event Ticketing

SAP Fieldglass solutions

SAP Data Hub

SAP Ariba solutions

SAP GRC solutions

SAP Data Network

SAP Business One

Business data network from SAP

SAP Trade Promotion Management

SAP Hybris Marketing Cloud

SAP Fieldglass solutions

SAP Connected Health

SAP Cloud Platform Big Data Services

Delivered

SAP Sports One

SAP Hybris Cloud for Customer
SAP Event Ticketing

SAP Business ByDesign

Embedded SAP Analytics Cloud

SAP Anywhere

SAP Hybris Commerce

Planned
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SAP Analytics Cloud and SAP Digital Boardroom
Product road map overview
Recent innovations

Planned Q2/20181

Planned Q3/20181

Product direction1

Live connectivity

Live connectivity

Live connectivity

Data connectivity

▪ Data blending with SAP HANA

▪ Enhanced capabilities for SAP BW

▪ Enhanced capabilities for SAP BW

▪ Wizard-driven connection experience

▪ New query integration features with
SAP BW
▪ SSO with relational universes
▪ Merge and unmerge variable prompts
– Support for SAP BW and SAP HANA
Data import connectivity

▪ Connectors to additional cloud
sources, Google BigQuery, and 3rdparty on-premise sources
▪ Asynchronous data import

▪ Enhanced data import options with
scheduled model refresh

– Additional charts: Time series,
variance, waterfall
– Linked analysis: Chart-to-chart filtering
– Data blending
▪

▪ Enhanced capabilities for universe
– Query builder

– Additional charts: Geomap
– On-the-fly currency conversion
– Export to CSV from visualizations

Enhanced capabilities for SAP HANA
– Data blending between SAP HANA
and imported data sources

▪ Enhanced capabilities for universe
Data import connectivity

▪ Level-based hierarchy creation

▪ Data blending between live and
imported sources
▪ Continued enhancements for live and
imported connections
▪ Expand the breadth of supported data
sources

– Level-based hierarchies
Smart integration with live connectivity
– Linked analysis: Chart-to-chart filtering

▪ Smart insights
▪ Enhanced data import options for
▪ Smart discovery
financial planning with SAP S/4HANA Data import connectivity
▪ Conformance check for shared
▪ Central management of scheduled
dimension
data jobs for a model
▪ Geomaps enhancement: ISO country
▪ Multisource model creation
codes

1. This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice.
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SAP Analytics Cloud and SAP Digital Boardroom
Product road map overview
Recent innovations

Planned Q2/20181

Planned Q3/20181

Product direction1

Visualizations and calculations

Visualizations and calculations

Visualizations and calculations

Visualizations and calculations

▪ Calculated measures and dimensions

▪ Measure-based page and story filters

▪ Story-based alerts

▪ Charting SDK

▪ Smart grouping

▪ Time-series time stamps

▪ Linear regression

▪ E-mail distribution

Application design

Application design

▪ Large set of design widgets

▪ Composites and templates

▪ Time calculations
SAP Digital Boardroom

▪ R visualizations on live data connections

▪ Manual data refresh
▪ Customized themes

SAP Digital Boardroom

– Color formatting

▪ Automatic data refresh

▪ Topic filters

▪ Flexible interactions between widgets through ▪ SDK extensions
scripting

▪ Search-to-insight integration

SAP Digital Boardroom

▪ Improved filters

SAP Digital Boardroom

▪ Multiple collaboration integration options

▪ Meeting minutes

▪ Speech and natural language search

▪ External content import

▪ Deep linking for content sharing

▪ Presenter notes

▪ Microsoft Edge design-time support

▪ Dynamic text

▪ Improved theming

Mobile iOS app

Platform
▪ Concurrent session licensing
▪ Support SAP Fiori design paradigm

Mobile iOS app
▪ MDM support through AppConfig or SAP
Cloud Platform Mobile Services

▪ Search to insight integration

Mobile
▪ Android support

▪ Geospatial

Mobile iOS app

▪ Content bookmarking

▪ Mobile SDK

▪ Predictive time series and smart grouping

▪ Scheduled data download for offline viewing

▪ Older iOS device support

▪ Search-to-insight integration

1. This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice.
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SAP Analytics Cloud and SAP Digital Boardroom
Product road map overview
Recent innovations

Planned Q2/20181

Planned Q3/20181

Product direction1

Planning

Planning

Planning

Planning

▪ Dynamic version referencing

▪ Data actions
– Batch copy data
– Custom script logic

▪ Derived dimension planning

▪ Multidimensional in-engine calculations

▪ Postable nodes

▪ Flow and carry forward calculations

▪ Process/preserve mass data entry mode
▪ User control over data lock processing

▪ Data locking on slices
Content
▪ SAP Analytics Cloud repository

▪ Hybrid (live write-back) support for SAP
BPC embedded and optimized

▪ Master data on the fly

▪ Multisource models

▪ Smart insights for planning

Modeling

Modeling

▪ Enhancements for live connections
– Model semantics

▪ Currency as a dimension

Predictive modeling
▪ Build predictive models on live data
▪ Scheduled model training and apply

Predictive modeling
Predictive modeling

▪ Intuitive drag-and-drop modeling

▪ Automated modeling on imported data

▪ Integration of predictive models in SAP
S/4HANA

▪ Integration with BI and planning
scenarios

Modeling

▪ Integration in cloud solutions from SAP

▪ Data preparation for predictive models
▪ Extend provided capabilities through R

Conversational artificial intelligence
▪ Multilanguage support

Conversational artificial intelligence
▪ Search to insight

Content
▪ SAP Analytics Cloud shared repository

1. This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice.
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SAP Analytics Cloud and SAP Digital Boardroom
Product road map overview
Recent innovations

Planned Q2/20181

Planned Q3/20181

Product direction1

Hybrid

Hybrid

Hybrid

Hybrid

▪ SAP Analytics Hub

▪ SAP Analytics Hub
– Custom facet search
– File linking
– “What’s new” in main page of
SAP Analytics Hub
– Content and structure import
improvements
– Corporate branding for business users

▪ SAP Analytics Hub
– Asset visibility by teams
– Mobile rendering

▪ Enhancements to SAP Analytics Hub

Integration

Integration

▪ Third-party infrastructure support –
Amazon Web Services

▪ 3rd-party infrastructure support – Google
Cloud Platform

▪ REST API to push data into an existing
model

▪ Tenant provisioning and configuration
APIs

▪ Story catalog REST API enhancements:
Filtering, sorting, pagination

▪ Content lifecycle management using
APIs

▪ Full support for Microsoft Edge

▪ User and team management REST APIs

▪ Integration with SAP Analysis for
Microsoft Office
Integration
▪ URL-embedding API
▪ Story catalog API
▪ OAuth support

▪ SAP Analysis for Microsoft Office
– Write-back from SAP Analysis for
Microsoft Office
Integration
▪ OAuth support for client credentials grant
▪ Story management API: Copy, delete,
rename

▪ Refactored SAP Analysis for Microsoft
Office

Content

▪ SAP Analytics Cloud shared repository
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